Abstract -We proposed stacking ensemble model to solve the problem of feature-based opinion mining. We used Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine and K-Nearest Neighbor as base learner and Support Vector Machine as Meta Classifier. Using domain knowledge the dataset consists of Feature-OpinionNegation triple is created and trained using the proposed stacking ensemble model. The proposed model predicts feature based opinion polarity identification of 4096 laptop product reviews with 92.5315% accuracy. Keywords: Stacking; Ensemble Learning; Opinion Mining; Sentiment Analysis; Naive Bayes; Support Vector Machine; K-Nearest Neighbor 1. Introduction As customer reviews are user generated data, its analysis is very critical task. Opinion mining is the discipline using which these reviews can be analyzed efficiently and effectively. Feature-based opinion mining is one of the tasks of opinion mining. It is also known as Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis. The problem of Feature-based opinion mining can be solved by using different approaches. Machine learning is one the most popular approaches. The machine learning approaches can be classified as supervised and unsupervised. To improve the performance of supervised learning models different classifiers are combined to solve the problem. This is called as ensemble learning. There are three types of ensembles namely bagging, boosting and stacking. In this paper we have proposed the stacking ensemble learning model to solve the problem of feature-based opinion mining.
Random Forest, and Logistic Regression [4] . AL-Sharuee at el. proposed unsupervised ensemble learning model. They used modified k-means as base classifier of ensemble. They proposed approach which is completely automatic approach for sentiment analysis [5] . Alnashwan at el. proposed an ensemble model for Twitter data which is based on the meta-level features. This ensemble model constructed using four learners Support Vector Machine, Bayes Point Machine, Logistic Regression and Decision Forest [6] .
The Overview of Proposed Stacking Ensemble Model
Figure1. System Architecture for Feature Based Opinion Mining using Stacking Ensemble
In this section, we present our method. Proposed system architecture is shown in Figure 1 . First we create a dataset based on domain knowledge. The Feature-Opinion-Negation dataset consists of five different attributes namely, ID, Feature, Opinion Word, Number of Negation Words and Polarity. Here polarity is dependent variable and can have value either positive or negative. To create a dataset we considered all possible product features about which opinion can be expressed. Depending on the feature we find out different possible opinion words that can be used for expressing an opinion. Number of negation words attribute is categorical attribute with two categories Even and Odd. We considered that if the number of negation words in sentence are even then the polarity will be the polarity of opinion word in the sentence. If the number of negation words in sentence is odd, then the polarity will be opposite polarity as that of the opinion word in the sentence. Therefore for each feature and opinion word pair we created two records one with even number of negation word and another with odd number of negation word.
Once a Feature-Opinion-Negation Dataset is created using domain knowledge, we train Stacking Ensemble model for Opinion Polarity Classification. Then this model is applied on the product reviews. As product reviews are user generated data, they are unstructured in nature. To convert these product reviews into structured data we apply basic Natural Language Processing techniques. First in Data Preprocessing, we remove unwanted part like, reviewer id, reviewer name etc. from the product reviews. Then we separated sentences in
Stacking Ensemble
Created Preprocessing product review. The number of negation words in the each sentence is count. Part-of-Speech tagging is applied on each sentence. All nouns are extracted as opinion words and adjectives as product feature from each sentence. Based on these, we created Feature-Opinion-Negation dataset for the product reviews. After creating Feature-Opinion-Negation dataset for product reviews, we applied trained Stacking ensemble model on these dataset for polarity classification. Lastly we generate summary which gives how many positive and negative reviews are expressed on a particular product feature in the product reviews.
Experiments
and its polarity is found out. After these we consider two possibilities, one where number of negation words is even and another where number of negation words is odd. As explain in previous section we considered the final polarity. Table 1 shows first 10 records in Feature-Opinion-Negation Dataset we created. In the first record Feature-Opinion Pair is batteri-long. We know that having a long battery life of laptop is positive opinion but number of negation words are odd so negative polarity is considered. Similarly for second record Feature-Opinion Pair is batteri-long. As the number of negation words is even so positive polarity is considered.
Training Ensemble for Opinion Polarity Classification
We used stacking ensemble for polarity classification. Stacking ensemble is created using Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine and K-Nearest Neighbor classifiers. We used SVM as Meta classifier.
Review Dataset and POS Tagging
The review dataset consists of 4096 laptop reviews. In preprocessing, sentences are separated. After preprocessing we got 19278 sentences. Then we performed part-of-speech tagging using Stanford POS tagger and extracted Feature-Opinion-Negation from the sentences. Using this information we created dataset for predictions. The created dataset is consists of 186787 records of 19278 sentences. 
Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate proposed model we used following evaluation metrics:
1. Precision: Precision is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to the total predicted positive observations. 2. Recall: Recall is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to the all observations. 3. Accuracy: Accuracy is the most intuitive performance measure and it is simply a ratio of correctly predicted observation to the total observations 4.5 Result Table 2 shows the result of proposed model and the table is graphically represented in Figure 2 and Figure 3 . 
Conclusions and Future Work
The result of proposed model shows that stacking ensemble improves the accuracy of predictions. The KNN has given less accuracy as compared to NB and SVM. The SVM has given more accuracy than other two. The ensemble model has increased the accuracy about 20%. We have used the model only on Laptop reviews, the model can be applied to different product reviews as well. As the accuracy of prediction is totally depend on the training dataset, one has to prepare training dataset very carefully based on domain knowledge. 
